Iterative Optimization of Molecular Mechanics Force Fields from NMR Data of Full-Length Proteins.
High quality molecular mechanics force fields of proteins are key for the quantitative interpretation of experimental data and the predictive understanding of protein function based on computer simulations. A strategy is presented for the optimization of protein force fields based on full-length proteins in their native environment that is guided by experimental NMR chemical shifts and residual dipolar couplings (RDCs). An energy-based reweighting approach is applied to a long molecular dynamics trajectory, performed with a parent force field, to efficiently screen a large number of trial force fields. The force field that yields the best agreement with the experimental data is then used as the new parent force field, and the procedure is repeated until no further improvement is obtained. This method is demonstrated for the optimization of the backbone φ,ψ dihedral angle potential of the Amber ff99SB force field using six trial proteins and another 17 proteins for cross-validation using (13)C chemical shifts with and without backbone RDCs. The φ,ψ dihedral angle potential is systematically improved by the inclusion of correlation effects through the addition of up to 24 bivariate Gaussian functions of variable height, width, and tilt angle. The resulting force fields, termed ff99SB_φψ(g24;CS) and ff99SB_φψ(g8;CS,RDC), perform significantly better than their parent force field in terms of both NMR data reproduction and Cartesian coordinate root-mean-square deviations between the MD trajectories and the X-ray crystal structures. The strategy introduced here represents a powerful addition to force field optimization approaches by overcoming shortcomings of methods that are solely based on quantum-chemical calculations of small molecules and protein fragments in the gas phase.